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“If you ain’t first, you’re last.” Ricky Bobby 
This is a wonderful quote from one of my 
favorite all-time movies “Talladega Nights”. 
For those of you who have not seen the 
movie, shame on you! Rent it now - or for 
that matter just turn on TBS or the Comedy 
Chanel and it is probably on TV. Anyway, 
this very funny movie is about Ricky Bobby, 
a race car driver who lives by this motto.  
When I think about these words my first 
thoughts are: Win at all costs; Winning is the 
end all be all: If you don’t win then you are a 
loser: Winning is everything.  
Let’s be honest - we all love to win. We have 
all experienced winning and it feels good. We 
have all been part of teams that have won. 
We have all won as individuals whether that 
be grades, athletics, occupation or            
competition.  
And again, let’s be honest - we haven’t     
always won. Many times the losses seem 
much larger than the wins. Losing is         
supposed to build character but doesn’t    
winning do the same? Being a good winner is 
just as, if not more important, than being a 
good loser.  

So do you really believe that if you 
ain’t first, you’re last? I do (kind of).  
Let’s define win. Win may mean beat the 
other team or the other participants. It may 
mean come in first. It may mean do better 
than everyone else. BUT I really think it 
means to always play, work and compete to 
the best of your ability. And compete with 
integrity, honor and sportsmanship. Realize 
that others are trying to do the same thing as 
you so be respectful of their efforts. 
We have always taught our children to always 
do your best in all that you do. If you try your 
hardest and give your best effort then you are 
a winner! 
In the end, Ricky Bobby ends up learning that 
there are more important things than winning.  
So I guess that it is OK to win and it is OK to 
be last. But make sure that you are always 
striving to win. Make sure you learn from 
those times you were “last”. Most              
importantly, make sure that those you coach, 
teach, lead, etc. know how to win and come 
in “last” with dignity and pride.  
Now - go watch the movie! 
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The FUNdamentals of Youth Running 
The Road Runners Club of 
America promotes the following 
guidelines for youth running. 
These guidelines are based on 
the 10 developmental principles 
that guide training and racing 
for young distance runners. 
Make Running Fun: First and 
foremost, running should be fun. 
Do not use running as a        
punishment. Encourage children 
to participate and try their best. 
Emphasize good technique: 
Teach youth good form early 
and help eliminate bad habits 
such as excessive arm        
movement, twisting of the upper 
body, or over striding. 

Focus on participation and 
self-improvement: In grade 
school, running should be about 
participation and developing a 
healthy lifestyle, not about being 
the fastest kid in the school or 
program. Save competition for 
middle and high school aged 
students. 
Consider individual            
differences: Avoid a one size 
fits all running program.       
Accommodate for differences in 
abilities within the group.                              
 
 
 

Children mature both physically 
and emotionally at different 
rates, and this will factor into 
their ability to participate in 
running. 
Limit systematic training and 
competition before puberty: 
Before puberty children are rap-
idly growing and changing.  
Excessive, systematic training 
may interfere with normal 
growth and cause injury in a 
child. this program guide.     
Between the ages of 3 and 9, 
encourage regular exercise, 
which can include organized 
running for fun as outlined in 
the program guide. See Page 2 
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The FUNdamentals of Youth Running (continued from page 1) 
Around the age of 8-12, children may enjoy participation in a more organized running program that has a more systematic training 
environment that lasts 2-3 months. Around the age of 12 for girls and 14 for boys, key developmental changes will enable students 
to slowly increase training distance and duration leading to participation in a systematic and competitive training environment. 
Increase running workload gradually: Running workload includes volume (distance), intensity (speed or effort), and frequency 
(number of days a week). Just like with adult, running training, children should start a running program with a low volume, low  
intensity, and limit frequency to a couple days a week. Workload should increase over the duration of the program, but should     
remain appropriate for the individual student. 
Participate in age appropriate running events: Running in a kid’s fun run or youth track event can be a great experience for kids. 
For children 5 and under focus on “dash” events that range from a few yards to 400 meters. For children 5 and over, kids fun runs 
that are a ½ to 1 mile long may be considered, but allow for a combination of running and walking. Children ages 12 and over may 
want to participate in a 5K run. Children ages 15 and older may want to participate in a 10K to half marathon event. Children 18 and 
older may want to participate in a marathon or further distance. These are general guidelines and the distance a child can physically 
and emotionally tolerate will depend on the individual, however longer distances (10K and over) should wait until after puberty. 
Article from Akron Children’s Hospital Sports Medicine Outreach 

 

Swimming champ, 9, gives trophy to hospitalized rival Scott Stump TODAY.com  

Before his swim meet on Dec. 7 had even started, Florida swimmer Josh Zuchowski, 9, decided he was not only going to compete in 
honor of his biggest rival, but also win the top trophy in the event and give it to him.  
 

The Santa Claus Invitational marked the second straight meet where Zuchowski and his father checked the entry sheet and did not 
see the name of friendly rival Reese Branzell, 10, from Lake Lytle, Fla. Branzell had been hospitalized on Nov. 8 with a bacterial 
infection in his hip for nearly two weeks and was unable to compete. 
 

“Josh got very emotional and he just said, 'Dad I feel horrible for him, is there something we can do?'’’ Josh’s father, Jonathan 
Zuchowski, told TODAY.com. “Then he said, 'I expect to win five gold medals in this meet, so what do you think if I swim for him 
and if I win the high point trophy, I'll give it to him?' 
 

“He wrote the card he was going to give Reese before he even swam the race. The card said, 'I swam for you today, and I want to 
give you this trophy.’’’ 
 

Josh, who is from Jupiter, Fla., accomplished his goal of winning five gold medals and the high-point trophy as the top point-getter 
in the meet. 
 

When it was over, he gave the trophy to Reese’s swim coach with a card that read, "I am so sorry that you have not been feeling 
well. Get well soon. So we can get back to battling in the pool. I have looked up to you since I was seven. You were an inspiration 
for me wanting to swim fast. I would rather get second with you at the meet then win with you absent. I won this trophy for you  
today. I hope to see (you) back in the pool. Your friend, Josh.’’ 
 

The two have been swimming against one another for three years and often rank 1-2 at the meets where 9- and 10-year-olds compete 
in the same races. Reese has since been released from the hospital and has been on antibiotics for the infection. His family was 
blown away by the gesture. 
 

“They said it was the single nicest act that anyone has ever done for him and his family,’’ Jonathan said. “For Reese, it helped lift his 
morale to think, ‘Here's my No. 1 competitor, and he's thinking about me.’ That made him feel that much better to get back into the 
pool and do what he loves.” 
 

There were other swimmers on his team who didn’t understand why Josh would give a trophy he won to a competitor.  
 

“He definitely has a big heart,’’ his father said.  
 

“I can’t believe I’m getting all this attention for doing the right thing,’’ Josh told TODAY.com.  
 

Though they plan to continue dueling in the pool in the coming years, the two have become closer friends since the trophy trade. 
 

“I think the true significance of the trophy might be that it might be the most special win of his life," Josh's father said, "and he was 
doing it for someone else.’’ 
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The greatest difference between our children’s sporting experience and our own is the rise of year round, sport specific organizations 
that ask – even require – season after season of participation in order to stay in the player development pipeline. The pressure to have 
your child specialize in a single sport at a young age has never been stronger. 
As a result, parents ask me all the time “When should my child specialize in one sport?” 
When I tell them what the science says to wait, many tell me “That’s not possible. If my child does not specialize early she will be 
left out, not make the travel or high school team, and have no chance of playing in college. You live in a fantasy world.” They tell 
me about coaches who have told them they need 10,000 hours of organized, structured practice, and their fear that other kids will be 
getting a leg up on theirs if they do not specialize. They are stuck in a downward spiral that is detrimental to their children, but feel 
helpless to change course. 
In the words of Kirk Anderson, Director of Coaching Education for the US Tennis Association: 
“Even if parents and coaches know and understand age-appropriate principles for children, I think they would be reluctant to accept 
them because they would fear their child would fall behind the kid in a more structured program that focuses on training, competition 
and deliberate practice.” 
This fear has forced kids into sports that often are not of their own choosing, and in many cases compels them to remain in activities 
that are not enjoyable, not intrinsically motivating, nor are congruent with their actual athletic abilities. This path fails to consider 
many of the physical, emotional and social costs to children who only play a single sport. 
There is a different path. It is the one based in science, psychology and best practices of athletic development. It is one that serves the 
needs of children for a lifetime, reduces injuries and burnout, increases enjoyment and motivation, and produces better athletes. 
Sound appealing? 
It is the path of multiple sport participation and less structured play. 
But don’t take my word for it. Below are some eye popping facts and statistics that should make every parent think twice about early 
sport specialization in sports like football, soccer, baseball, hockey and basketball, where athletes peak in their 20′s. (sources at the 
end of the article). 
First, here are some research excerpts that demonstrate how early specialization may negatively affect your child: 
1. Children who specialize in a single sport account for 50% of overuse injuries in young athletes according to pediatric         
orthopedic specialists 
2. A study by the Ohio State University found that children who specialized early in a single sport led to higher rates of adult 
physical inactivity. Those who commit to one sport at a young age are often the first to quit, and suffer a lifetime of consequences. 
3. In a study of 1200 youth athletes, Dr Neeru Jayanthi of LoyolaUniversity found that early specialization in a single sport is one 
of the strongest predictors of injury. Athletes in the study who specialized were 70% to 93% more likely to be injured than     
children who played multiple sports! 
Children who specialize early are at a far greater risk for burnout due to stress, decreased motivation and lack of enjoyment. If that is 
not enough for you, here are six research based reasons for multi-sport participation: 
1. Better Overall Skills and Ability: Research shows that early participation in multiple sports leads to better overall motor and 
athletic development, longer playing careers, increased ability to transfer sports skills other sports and increased motivation,       
ownership of the sports experience, and confidence. 
2. Smarter, More Creative Players: Multi-sport participation at the youngest ages yields better decision making and pattern   
recognition, as well as increased creativity. These are all qualities that coaches of high level teams look for. 
3. Most College Athletes Come From a Multi-Sport Background: A 2013 American Medical Society for Sports Medicine    
survey found that 88% of college athletes surveyed participated in more than one sport as a child. 
4. 10,000 Hours is not a Rule: In his survey of the scientific literature regarding sport specific practice in The Sports Gene, author 
David Epstein finds that most elite competitors require far less than 10,000 hours of deliberate practice. Specifically, studies have 
shown that basketball (4000), field hockey (4000) and wrestling (6000) all require far less than 10,000 hours. Even Anders Ericsson, 
the researcher credited with discovering the 10,000 hour rule, says the misrepresentation of his work, popularized by Malcolm   
Gladwell in Outliers, ignores many of the elements that go into high-performance (genetics, coaching, opportunity, luck) and focuses 
on only one, deliberate practice. That, he says, is wrong. See Page 4 

Is it Wise to Specialize? André Lachance, Manager Baseball Operations - Women's National Team Head 
Coach, Baseball Canada  
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5. Free Play Equals More Play: Early specialization ignores the importance of deliberate play/free play. Researches found that 
activities which are intrinsically motivating, maximize fun and provide enjoyment are incredibly important. These are termed de-
liberate play (as opposed to deliberate practice, which are activities motivated by the goal of performance enhancement and not 
enjoyment). Deliberate play increases motor skills, emotional ability, and creativity. Children allowed deliberate play also tend 
spend more time engaged in a sport than athletes in structured training with a coach. 
6. There are Many Paths to Mastery: A 2003 study on professional ice hockey players found that while most pros had spent 
10,000 hours or more involved in sports prior to age 20, only 3000 of those hours were involved in hockey specific deliberate prac-
tice (and only 450 of those hours were prior to age 12). 
An additional thought is provided by top youth sports researchers Jean Cote and Jessica Fraser-Thomas. They suggest that at no 
time should a young athlete participate year round in a single sport. While they recommend that athletes in sports whose competi-
tors peak after age 20 need to accumulate around 10,000 hours of general sports participation, no more than half of that needs to be 
deliberate practice of their chosen sport. As a general rule they recommend the following age breakdown for athletes trying to 
achieve elite status in a specific sport: 
• Prior to age 12: 80% of time should be spent in deliberate play and in sports OTHER THAN the chosen sport! 
• Age 13-15: 50/50 split between a chosen sport and other athletic pursuits 
• Age 16+: Even when specialization becomes very important, 20% of training time should still be in the non-specialized 
sport and deliberate play. 
How Do You Approach People with this Information? 
Every adult involved in youth sports will come up against people who advocate for single sport specialization. Some think their 
child is the next Tiger Woods, the next Venus Williams, the next Lionel Messi, so they are getting in their 10,000 hours. Others are 
afraid to go against the grain, and fear that they are disadvantaging their own child by not specializing. Hogwash! 
I meet these folks too, and I blind them with the science. I then ask for the data and research that supports their theory. Cue the 
cricket noises, because it does not exist. 
If you know these folks, send this to them. Post it on Facebook. Send it to your club director and your coach who thinks you 
should skip grandma’s 90th birthday because your U11 team has your fourth tournament of the summer that weekend (this is an 
actual call I took by the way). 
Of course, this will not work all the time, or even most of the time. Visit your local airport smoking lounge to see the effect an 
abundance of science on the hazards of smoking has on many folks. But who cares, present it anyway! 
At some point, parents need to ask themselves “Are we ready for a better alternative?” Does my 10 year old really need to keep 
playing 11.5 months of soccer a year in order to have a chance of success? Am I really doing him a disservice by making him play 
multiple sports, and trying to help him find one he is passionate about? 
I think we are ready for an alternative. I think people are sick of 11 straight months of 6am trips to the hockey rink, and weekend 
after weekend of expensive out of town soccer tournaments for “elite” 11 year olds. I know I am not alone in thinking this. 
The best sport psychology is on our side. The best research into athletic development and physiology is on our side. The top minds 
in sports medicine are on our side. 
Aligned against us are a few people who stand to profit from promoting the mythology surrounding single sport specialization. Not 
scientists. Not researchers. Not top coaching minds. Profiteers, often backed by parents and coaches living out their own unful-
filled sports dreams through the children. 
I like the company I am keeping these days. For the sake of our kids, I hope you will join me. 

Is it Wise to Specialize? (continued from page 3) 

Akron Children’s Hospital Center for Orthopedics & Sports Medicine and Pinnacle 
Sports are offering a walk-in sports injury clinic. 
WHO: Middle School, High School, College and Recreational Athletes ages 8-25 
DAY/TIME: Thursdays, 4:00-5:30pm DATES: March 13, 27, April 10, 24, 2014 
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PINNACLE SPORTS ANNOUNCEMENTS 
• Our Spring Leagues are now forming: Open Men’s Soccer, Men’s 30+ Soccer, 

Co-Ed Soccer, Adult Flag Football and Men’s Roller Hockey. Pick up a flyer or 
check our website, www.pinnaclesports.org, for information. Spots are      
limited so register today!  

• Pinnacle Sports Summer Day Camp (PSSDC) is our day camp for children 
ages 5-13 that combines sports training, athletic development training and 
good old fashioned summer camp fun. It is a week long day camp that runs 
seven sessions over the summer. Registration is open. See the flyer or    
website for information.  

• Summer Instructional Camp information for baseball, basketball, football,   
lacrosse, soccer, softball and volleyball will be available soon. Please call us, 
330-239-0616, or go to our website, www.pinnaclesports.org, for more         
information.  

Sports performance train-
ing is a program that en-
compasses the venues of 
strength & conditioning, 
speed & agility, and         

flexibility/mobility training modes. Its goal is to allow athletes to 
become stronger, faster, and more injury resistant within the 
sports that they love to play. This is accomplished by instructing 
athletes how to move properly in open space, and then progresses 
them to become stronger and more powerful within these correct 
movement patterns. This is based off of research that shows that 
resistance training is not harmful to the youth population (when 
done properly), and helps to establish the requisite general   
physical preparedness (GPP) required by athletes to perform well 
at their sports. According to this information, established by   
researchers, it takes about 10 years or 10,000 hours of GPP for 
sport specific training (outside of skill work) to truly take hold 
(per Matthew Wenning’s presentation at the NSCA 2014 Coach’s 
Conference). This is all the more reason to start athletes in a   
program such as this as soon as possible. Athletes that participate 
in sports performance training programs learn how to accelerate, 
decelerate plant, cut, move their feet quickly, sprint, and running 
mechanics with proper form. This type of program can be     
beneficial for any athlete from the age of 8 years old and up.  
However, it takes a well-educated coach to instruct this sort of 
program properly. 
“But, I thought that resistance training is not safe for younger 
athletes.” 
According to existing research and the position stand of the    
National Strength and Conditioning Association (NSCA),      
resistance training, when instructed properly can be safe and very 

beneficial to the growth and development of young individuals as 
well as adults. 
This sort of program exists at Pinnacle Sports through the EDGE 
Sports Performance Academy. There are multiple programs 
available based on age range and level of ability. This is an    
established program that is continuing to grow and flourish. The 
coaches that are on staff at Pinnacle Sports with the EDGE Sports 
Performance Academy are college educated with degrees in   
Exercise Science, maintain proper certification, and stay current 
with the latest in research and available data pertaining to this 
sort of training program. Years of experience between the 
coaches are what enable this program at Pinnacle Sports to     
continue to grow and help athletes of all ages to strive and      
progress within their sports. For ages 8-11 years of age there is 
the Jr. EDGE program which uses Speed and Agility along with 
some body weight and core exercises to provide a beneficial  
program for the younger athletes.  For ages 12+ there are both the 
EDGE Foundation (entry in to further EDGE programs), and 
EDGE Elite Development (advanced level) to help the more  
developed athletes to strive.  
Feel free to contact me, Ryan Hart, at Pinnacle Sports for more 
information. 
 
  

Sports Performance Training: What is it? Ryan Hart, Medina EDGE Coach  
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PINNACLE SPORTS PARTNERS AND AFFILIATES 

STAFF SPOTLIGHT on Dean Dishman 
Soccer Administrator, Soccer Coach, Tech Specialist  

In November 2012 Dean moved to Akron from Newcastle upon Tyne in the UK. 
Prior to his move across the pond he was working as a furniture salesman until he 
was made redundant in 2008 and forced into unemployment. In the process of  
looking for a new job he was lucky enough to be offered the chance to gain his   
soccer coaching qualifications by a local charity. After gaining these qualifications 
Dean applied for a position to travel over to the United States and work as a       
travelling soccer coach. Dean spent most of 2009 working in the United States 
coaching numerous clubs on the east side of the States but predominantly based just 
south of us in Pittsburgh.   During this time here he met his now wife, Cassady, a 
local to the Akron area and are now enjoying living in Cuyahoga Falls. 

Before making the permanent move to Akron, Dean studied at Newcastle College gaining a degree in Sports Coaching 
Science. He was also an active member of the soccer coaching community in his local area which included working with 
one of the worlds top soccer clubs, Newcastle United FC. Dean has a great passion for soccer having traveled the world 
to see games in Barcelona, Milan, Madrid, London, Cardiff and of course, Columbus. 
Dean joined Pinnacle Sports in January 2013 as a part time soccer coach and manager-on-duty 
which eventually developed into him becoming our new Soccer Administrator. In this position 
he hopes to enhance all soccer programs within Pinnacle Sports including soccer classes and 
youth and adult soccer leagues. Dean also coaches for the Internationals Soccer Club having 
enjoyed his first year as a coach at the club. 


